THE CLIMAX
War and even after that, had to decide between an under-
standing with Germany against England and an ultimate hope
of an English alliance against Germany. At every step in the
development they preferred to envisage the latter, though it is
possible that if the German Government, at the head of which
was now the energetic but fantastic Emperor William II, had
seriously considered the neutralization of Alsace things might
have gone otherwise. **""**
Imperialist feeling was further emphasized by the challenge
thrown down to it in South Africa. The international capitalists,
largely Jewish, who were interested in the new goldfields of the
Transvaal, worked for the incorporation of that Dutch state
with the British dominions to the south, and they worked in
particular for the granting of full political rights to those who
were called the Outlanders—that is, those who had emigrated
into the Transvaal for the purpose of gold-mining. The most
prominent figure in this agitation was Cecil Rhodes, and Sir
Alfred Milner strongly supported it. In May 1899 he tele-
graphed to Mr Chamberlain, the Colonial Minister, demanding
a firm stand by the British Government in favour of the Out-
landers. Sir Alfred Milner negotiated in vain with Mr Kruger,
the President of the Transvaal Republic, and by July military
preparations were made, and a novel claim to British suzerainty
over the Transvaal was put forward.
The other independent state in South Africa, the Orange
Free State, threw in its lot with the Transvaal, and on October 9,
1899, ^e Boer Government asked for a reply within forty-eight
hours to its demand that the troops massing on its borders
should be withdrawn. On the nth of the month hostilities
began. They were to last for two and a half years and to cost
£150,000,000, to end with the annexation of the Transvaal
(after Queen Victoria's death), but also with the setting up of
the whole South African Dominion into a state as independent
as the other Dominions of the Crown.
Shortly before the outbreak of war in South Africa two points
must be noted.
The first is the beginning, with Mr Harmsworth's Daily Mail,
of a popular Press upon the American model which becomes of
increasing importance, and produces henceforward a special
effect on England unknown in the rest of Western European
civilization, where a political factor of this particular sort has

